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Hello! 

We’ve almost reached the border between Winter and Spring.  February gave us a few days which were brimming with 

the essence of Spring, but often reminded us that Winter is still ruling for now.   

February was the month of love and of Lent – that’s probably the reason it’s the shortest in the calendar! This month I’m 

sparing you the usual “Reflections and Lamentations of Miranda”. I’m still not running very much, I’m still not happy 

about that but fretting about it too much will only get me a free place on the GRR Depression Friends  Sailing Day yacht.  

In the meantime, I’m admiring your achievements and will cheer you as a marshal at the club time trials, so you better 

look perky as you pass me. 

It’s a short newsletter this month as there wasn’t a lot of material to work with. Hayley shares her Silver club standard 

experience at the Worthing Half Marathon with us, whilst Jo Hopkins takes us to her Personal Best at the Malta Half  

Marathon. Thank you both for these excellent contributions and congratulations on your achievements. 

Andy Brown and Jackie Brady are our new LIRF’s. I’m quite certain they will be very successful as running leaders and an 

asset for the club.  

Hayley also brings us the results. There are some pretty quick times! Well done to each one of you who participated in a 

race this month. 

There are a few more photos of members who received their awards, but could not attend the Awards Night.  

I hope the past month has been kind to you all, and that March will bring you many happy running hours.  

 

Miranda  

A note from the Editor 
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I have had Freiberg disease in my foot which means running on tarmac can hurt – sometimes 

it feels like having meat stuck in-between your teeth,  other times I am forced to stop and  

realign the bones in my foot.  This is why I run off road nearly all of the time  -it hurts less.  

I have a deferred Southampton marathon place from 2017,  which had been worrying me, it’s 

on tarmac! I needed to test my foot to see how far I would be able to run on marathon day before I would have 

to walk the rest of the way.  I booked the Worthing half marathon to test it, not knowing that a week before the 

event Julia RDS would ‘make me’ run 15 miles on tarmac  – which I did and without too much discomfort. This 

then sowed the seed – can I run Worthing ‘well’ rather than survive and walk when it hurts too much? 

It was now my hopeful aim to hit 2 hours 10 mins  – but Jo and Julia laid down the gauntlet and both suggested I 

would break the 2 hour barrier. Once this seed was sown I began to wonder if I could do it? I ran for 1 hour on 

tarmac in the week and was nowhere near fast enough so thought it would be impossible. I tried again with an 8 

miler and again off pace by some way.  Disheartened I had to accept that I couldn’t do it – but it had been a nice 

dream.  

Race day – very cold and extremely windy – sub 2? it’s 

not going to happen!  2:10 is an awesome time so let’s 

do it!! I had planned to not look at my speed and ‘run 

comfy’ – I could hear the mile ‘beeps’ but didn’t look  

until mile 6 – blimey I was faster than I could have      

possibly dreamt at 52:38 mins!! Mile 7 we turned into 

the head wind – it was like SAS are you tough enough for 

3 miles with the pace dropping rapidly. Side wind at mile 10 and able to assess my time 

1:29:30ish – I could do this but I was exhausted from the previous 3 miles. I new I had to get 

my speed back up to reach target so started shouting at myself (in my head) to ‘shift it     

Sparshott’  and ‘run like the zombies are coming to get you’ and ‘ if you don’t cross the line 

in under 2 hours they will stop making Freddos’ (the usual stuff us runners say to ourselves 

to keep moving forwards – right? no? oh so it’s just me then!!)  DIG DEEP!!! 

13.1 miles on my watch 1:57 – all I have to do is get to the line which was there about 0.1 of 

a mile away. One last burst of effort and I crossed in 1:57:53!! Unable to breath slight panic 

set in but it soon went and I was able realise what I had achieved. Thank you Julia and Jo for 

setting my target high I wouldn’t have tried if you hadn’t suggested it to me.  

Worthing half marathon is a very well organised event with closed 

roads and support all the way round. Frequent water stops and         

awesome bling! It is not a cheap event but if you are wanting to try to 

get a good time (winds allowing) you really won’t get a faster course. 

The mayor was the most supportive person there, leaping, cheering, 

high fiving as many runners as he could whilst ringing his bell!!             

( a potential GRR I thought when I saw him!) For me – back to the mud 

and plodding with a huge sense of achievement. 

                                         Hayley Sparshott 

Worthing Half Marathon: 

Hayley Sparshott 
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I’m currently sat on the return flight home to a freezing Gatwick & hoping the runway remains open for us to 
land, wondering if we could possibly divert to Cyprus for next weekends racing, I can only wish…..  

There were lots of Pompey Joggers 60+ & Baffins Fit Club, some Isle of Wight runners to name but a few of the 
local clubs. Brian’s previous running club Cove Joggers were also there & he had a lovely time catching up with 
them. 

I booked through Running Crazy & organised my own flights. Everything was quite straight forward with clear 
instructions. I arrived early Thursday & was met at the airport by Malcolm of Running Crazy & he swiftly ushered 
us to a taxi straight to the hotel. I was handed an information pack including a list of meeting times (optional) & 
some maps. Malcolm’s number was included should I need anything & informed us he would be at the bar 7pm 
every evening if needed. It was good to know if any concerns or problems then he was easily reached, very    
reassuring.  

The night before the race we met Malcolm in the foyer& he gave us a brief of race day & where toilets were etc. 
he handed out our race packs which included the bus transfer ticket for the morning. There was a pasta party at 
a local restaurant, it was optional to attend but as the town was getting busy I thought I’d make use of the     
reserved booking & the previously tried and tested food. We were also walked to the point where we would 
need to catch the bus to the start line in the morning. Bellies full & requiring a short, slow  walk back to the   
hotel we all wished each other well & best wishes for the next day.  

As usual I didn’t sleep well that night, possibly as I had eaten too much! The breakfast staff had come in extra 
early as the breakfast bar would be opening from 5am for the marathon runners, so I listened to those moving 
around & could hear the coaches rolling along the seafront transferring people to the start line. Soon enough it 
was time for the alarm to go off, kettle switched on & porridge pot made whilst double checking I had every-
thing ready. As it was early I took an electrolyte drink & a biscuit to have on the coach journey to the start,     
anyone that knows me will know my day revolves around my next feed & my varying stages of hunger, I knew  
the porridge wouldn’t get me all the way through. We gathered in the foyer & Malcolm handed out bin bags to 
those of us who had decided not to take coats or hoodies to the start, where if you deposited your goody bag 
with your coat etc inside it would be whisked by the awaiting DHL vans to the finish area for collection on      
production of your race number.  

Malta Half Marathon 2018:     

Jo Hopkins  
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Malcolm had also offered to take ours instead of use that service & they would be left at hotel reception as it was 
only a 10  minute walk from the finish line. Typically we had windy (well it is a little e posed Island) and wet  
weather, until race day that was! Straight off the bus we all did the usual find the toilets & queue & managed to 
find Fiona & Steve who were staying elsewhere on the Island. I chose to go use the public toilets rather than the 
stack of portaloos but the queue just didn’t seem to move (I made out of the loo with less than 5 minutes to 
spare), although the time did pass quickly as people pointed out I was wearing my OX buff so we chatted about 
WSR events & the PJC Gand were everywhere, lots of great banter with them all weekend, one of them in fact is 
napping next to me as I type. Myself & Andy spotted Kerry & Zoe and headed over to them, Kerry had signed up to 
walk the race with the rest of us running, although seeing her steady progress during her recovery I knew she 
would be swift! We all agreed we would be doing our own race so not to wait for each other etc and 0915 the 
start klaxon sounded, I think it took us nearly 2 minutes to get to the start line thoroughly enforcing Captain     
Barrett’s rules & walking until then. The course had a small incline at the start then went straight into quite a 
downhill, in  fact most of the course was downhill, there were a few inclines but nothing hideous definitely a    
possible PB course. I glanced at my watch & instantly worried, I’m doing my 5k pace! The excitement of the start 
line & the downhill combined encourage you go much faster than you should. The clouds had gone & it was 
getting warmer with each step, I felt like I spent at least the first half of the race putting the brakes on, I was     
feeling good but conscious that I still had a long way to go. I decided to have a Dextrose tablet (they are like      
Lucozde tablets) at every 5k & to make use of every water station which there were plenty of & well spaced, there 
were also 2 x Powerade stations & 1 offering orange segments, also some sponge stations.  It was heating up    
alright and with every drink of water I poured the remaining of the bottle over myself. There were also 33 music  
stations mostly live bands which really gave you an added push too. I would often trot by with my hands in the air 
or applaud the bands as I went by, it gave me such a buzz!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I had been cat & mousing with a couple of Pompey girls & between mile 8 to 9 I caught them again, I was told I 
looked strong as I ran by & I shouted there’s less than a Victory 5 to go who hooo! I didn’t see them again until the 
finish. I was still running well, this is new territory for me, it had taken me 3 years to get my sub 60 minute 10k in 
January. I had no idea how long I could keep running at the pace I was doing, I decided to reign it in a bit & even 
walked up the next incline. The biggest battle now was my head, telling  me I’ve set out too fast, I’m going to burn 
out, it’s going to be a long walk to the finish, oh if only I set out slower, I’ve never gone over 10k at this new found 
pace & now I’m scared.   

Malta Half Marathon 2018:     

Jo Hopkins  
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That’s when the clock watching started, only 5k to go ! I knew if I pushed hard enough it could all be over in 30 
minutes or even less. I was drenched wet through & ready to finish, the final decent into the harbour & I was    
trying to spot our hotel, the end bit seemed to last forever, I tried to pick up my pace as I now just wanted it over, I 
wanted to see the clock as I was sure I was on for a PB. The harbour sweeps to the right but I just  couldn’t spot 
the hotel, I had now convinced myself I was perhaps farther away from the finish than I thought & was about to let 
up on the speed until I saw them, well at first I spotted Auz! Yes I saw them before I heard them ha ha ha, we really 
do have the best supporters  - what a sight for sore everything! Auz, Rachel, Sue & Kellee, I swept over to the right 
for a sweaty high five & a much needed boost as I had given that finish push far too early, the finish line I knew 
was close as could see it from the hotel balcony but had they moved it?  

It certainly seemed like it, I saw Brian & like the gentleman he is , he offered me  his water. I obviously looked like I 
needed it by then. I declined I was not going to slow down now. Then Malcolm pops up with the ever ready video 
recorder & runs along side too, gets a bit of footage & wishes me well and tells me to go for it. I can see the clocks, 
the announcer says 10 seconds to get under 2hour 15 minutes,  come on you can do this, push, push….. yes I’m 
going for sub 2:15 this would most definitely be a PB! I gave it everything I had & I’m certain I had done it – just…. 
2:14:59 I had scraped through by 1 second – phew! Sadly as you can see in one of the photos I think the heat got 
to a few of the runners, although I must admit there seemed to be plenty of 1st aid response & ambulances along 
the course & I sincerely wish everyone is recovered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The only bit I would have liked to change was the finish funnel, marathon runners to the left & half marathoners to 
the right. It was congested & stifling hot under the gazebos with no air getting through. I think a there were a few 
of us gasping for air.. Other than that I loved it!  

I slowly started walking back toward the GRR cheer squad , cheering in the friends I’d made along the way & fellow 
GRR’s whilst remembering to stretch out. Then once we were all home safe I made off to the hotel to the roof top 
pool for some cold water therapy on the legs, which along with the stretches did the job. I managed to continue to 
go both up & down the 4 flights of stairs of the hotel.  

Once again a post race gathering had been organised by Running Crazy & decided to go to it. After the meal some 
of the pictures & video footage that Malcolm had taken during the day was played on the tv screens in the pub 
with much hilarity, as you can imagine the various groups all erupted when one of their own was shown. The video 
can be seen on Running Crazy’s Facebook page or website if you wish. A little gift was presented to Zoe as she was 
our group leader which was a lovely gesture. 

 

Malta Half Marathon 2018:     

Jo Hopkins  
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I would absolutely go back and do this one again. If you’re thinking about doing this race, I would suggest work 
on your quads as you’ll be having a lot of downhill. You can organise it all yourself & probably get a cheaper rate 
but in all honesty I would go through Running Crazy again as all the transfers & race packs were all taken care of 
& made the whole experience stress free.  I liked the official photos too - if you signed up with your race number 
any pictures would be automatically uploaded to your Facebook account, so no warnings, just a true                  
representation of you were feeling at the time . It also included race info & where on the course you were at the 
time 

Oh and my chip time was even better than I thought, I certainly did get under the 2 hours 15 minute mark, thank 
you gravity. 

 

Jo Hopkins  

 

Malta Half Marathon 2018:     

Jo Hopkins  
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New LIRF’s (Leadership  in     

Running Fitness) 

Andy Brown and Jackie Brady recently qualified as LIRF’s. Congratulations  to you both!  

 

In case you were wondering what the LIRF course is, the England athletics website (https://

www.englandathletics.org/courses-and-bookings/leadership-in-running-fitness) describes this as follows: 

 

“A one day Leadership Training course which qualifies and insures leaders to deliver safe and fun running ses-
sions, suitable for Running Club Leaders and other Group Leaders…. 
 
The course will enable you to deliver fun and safe sessions to multi-ability groups and give advice and support to 
the new runner, as well as developing pathways for those who want to progress.  It focuses on understanding 
and overcoming barriers to participation in running and how to increase participation by those not traditionally 
attracted to a running club.  “ 
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Recording Results for You    

Well done everyone, what an amazing set of results we have had in February. 

Thank you for sending the links to race results, informing me if you ran as someone else, letting me 

know if you gave your number to someone else and if you were not listed as a GRR. 

Without this information I would not be able to record your achievements and ultimately cannot        

contribute them towards the awards at the end of the year. 

Please carry on sending me all of the above because – what I don’t know, I can’t record!  

The ‘Result of the Month’ is chosen by me for being outstanding in its own right for whatever reason. 

 There have been some magnificent results in February that stood out to me on every level and for different reasons 

including  

Nicolas Boorn – for smashing his way through the 2 hour barrier on a half marathon and only just missing his bronze 

time 1:50:29 

Ben Jarvis – for getting an outstanding 10 mile time of 1:09:40 at the Ryde HRRL event which is very undulating  

Michael Percival – being all so painfully close to breaking the 1 hour barrier at Bramley 10mile 01:00:19. 

Dave Kirby – running a solid 33:34 in the 5k TT in the freezing cold on feet he couldn’t feel until 2.7 miles into the run! 

Not an easy task.  

Darren Eynon – being quite spectacular running his second marathon in 3 days in an outstanding time of 03:32:28 

and coming 1st at Dirty Running   

Jackie Brady – coming 3rd at Polecat Valley XC 

Kerry Irwin-Hall – running the Malta Half marathon in 2:45:06, what a superb return into the competitive 

running world.  

Most outstanding to me this month was Kieran Chaplin running the Wokingham half marathon in an 

amazing time of 1:38:07 a huge personal best time and his bronze time in the bag!  

 

Well done everyone – keep those results coming to me please as I will only record results that have been 

sent to me. 

Hayley Sparshott 

Please email your results to  Hayley  at: 

results@gosportroadrunners.org.uk newsletter@gosportroadrunners.org.uk 

mailto:results@gosportroadrunners.org.uk
mailto:newsletter@gosportroadrunners.org.uk
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Results: 5 km Club  Time    

Trial 06/02/2018 

Thank you to our officials - Janet Lindley, Liz Redpath, Sue Barrett and Gary Francis.     

Thank you to all our marshals - Jackie Brady, Sid Smith, Terry Weston, Dave Kitching,  Dave Croft, Miranda Carrick, Mike 

Stares, Mark Jakins with Ken Eaden as bike support and Hayley Sparshott tailrunner.  

It was lovely to have the support from Nick Carter, Gillian Horn, Rebecca Hylands, Kayleigh Park, Miles van der Lugt, Emma 

Robinson, Loyd Durham and his mum.    

We had 3 guest runners  - Sebastian 20:07, Danny Miller 21:06 and Karen May 30:59 

 

 

Pos. Name Time  Pos. Name Time 

1 Dan Belben 00:18:40  19 Adam Crook 00:26:04 

2 Nikki Moxham 00:18:50  20 Tonia Morrell 00:26:57 

3 Ian Reed 00:20:06  21 Karen Morby 00:27:00 

4 Ben Wales 00:20:45  22 Steve Wood 00:27:06 

5 Bryn Whitehouse 00:20:56  23 Jackie Tombs 00:27:39 

6 Nick Boorn 00:22:33  24 Lee Torrens 00:27:43 

7 Robert Hylands 00:22:38  25 David Baker 00:27:46 

8 Richard Wiltshire 00:22:48  26 Gill Thomas 00:28:14 

9 Gill Dowling 00:23:10  27 Lousie Belben 00:28:31 

10 Richard Law 00:23:13  28 Sue Burley 00:29:00 

11 David Whiting 00:23:31  29 Tom Reader 00:29:23 

12 Richard Pelley 00:24:19  30 Amy Gower 00:29:34 

13 Caroline Musto 00:24:42  31 Kate Smyth 00:29:37 

14 Ben Jarvis 00:24:51  32 Rory Fall 00:30:34 

15 Tracey Wales 00:25:04  33 Martyn Barnes 00:30:58 

16 Kirsten Maw 00:25:08  34 Vikki Long 00:32:49 

17 Elodie Bignon 00:25:40  35 Dave Kirby 00:33:34 

18 Geoff OFlanagan 00:26:02  36 Hayley Sparshott 00:33:35 
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27/01/2018 Warmley Forest Park 5k 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

24th Amanda Mole 00:36:02   

04/02/2018 Chichester 10k 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

218 Kevin Allen 00:40:59   

669 David Whiting 00:50:20   

1062 Adam Mundell 00:57:30   

1203 Amy Gower 01:00:51   
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04/02/2018 Portsmouth Coastal half 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

18th Chris Buxton 01:27:55 1st in age category 

205th Richard Law 01:48:49   

241st Nicolas Boorn 01:50:29   

321st Chris Sparshott 01:55:18   

432nd Sam Graham 02:01:58   

497th Tonia Morrell 02:05:23   

568th Catherine Stock 02:10:35   

569th Sarah Lloyd 02:10:35   

605th Karen Morby 02:13:31   

790th Lorraine Down 02:32:06   

812th Gillian Boorn 02:37:53   
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04/02/2018 Portland  half marathon   

Pos. Name Time Comments 

91 Andy Clutton 02:34:25   

150 Deborah Birch 03:13:54 7th cat pos 

151 Michael Barker 03:13:53 2nd cat pos 

152 Shirley Faichen 03:13:53 3rd cat pos 

154 Sharon Clutton 03:13:53 8th cat pos 

160 Ray Bernice 03:23:08   

04/02/2018 Portland marathon   

Pos. Name Time Comments 

52 Paul Street 05:22:43 10th cat pos 

68 Jane Cockayne 05:49:52 8th cat pos 

69 Darren Eynon 05:49:51   

79 Claire Tallack 06:13:33 9th cat pos 
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04/02/2018 Ryde 10 (HRRL) 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

78 JARVIS, Ben 01:09:40   

210 POULTER, Dale 01:20:52   

238 DOWLING, Gillian 01:23:50 8th in cat pos 

305 PELLEY, Richard 01:30:35   

324 SAWYER, Kerryanne 01:31:23   

325 SHILLING, Jenny 01:31:27 2nd in cat pos 

334 FISHER, Brian 01:32:33 3rd in cat pos 

337 TOMLINSON, Fiona 01:33:38 7th in  cat pos 

339 MUSTO, Caroline 01:33:57   

368 HERRIDGE, Penny 01:38:22   

369 Jazmin Curtin-Sewell 01:38:17   

370 CARTER, Kim 01:38:22 10th in cat pos 

386 KITCHING, David 01:40:26 5th in cat pos 

388 Geoff O’Flanagan 01:40:51   

404 Gill Thomas 01:44:49   
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11/02/2018 Worthing Half Marathon 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

941 Hayley Sparshott 01:57:53   

11/02/2018 Bramley 10miles 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

20 Michael Percival 01:00:19 BOOM 

16/02/2018 Greased Lightning Run 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

11 Darren Eynon 04:05:11   
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18/02/2018 Slindon Slog 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

2 Ben Jarvis and Rosie 01:27:17 1st in category 

24 Kevin White and Ronnie 01:52:36 6th in category 

53 Kerry Arnott and Mickey 02:18:38 10th in category 

68 Pippa White 02:43:42 1st Grr without a dog 

18/02/2018 Twixmas 10km 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

21 Nicolas Boorn 00:48:10   

138 Gillian Boorn 01:08:22   
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18/02/2018 Wokingham half marathon 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

602 Kieran Chaplin 01:38:07   

18/02/2018 Dirty Running 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

1 Darren Eynon 03:32:28 26.2 miles BOOM 

  Jane Cockayne 03:25:06 19.7 miles 

  Claire Tallack 03:15:06 16.4 miles 

Race Results 
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25/02/2018 Winchester 10k 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

139 Kevin Allen 00:42:28   

224 Kieran Chaplin 00:45:04   

463 Chris Sparshott 00:49:32   

728 Geoff O'Flanagan 00:54:47   

1354 Nichola Stanley 01:34:30   

1355 Ceri Winson 01:34:40   

Race Results 
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25/02/2018 Malta Half Marathon 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

1144 Brian Fisher 01:54:20   

1439 Fiona Tomlinson 02:00:17   

2003 Joanne Hopkins 02:12:44   

2367 Andrew Hopkins 02:23:50   

2417 Steve Wood 02:25:23   

2733 Michelle Yates 02:39:40   

2734 Pat Lapworth 02:39:41   

2735 Zoe Windsor 02:40:12   

2813 Kerry Irwin-Hall 02:45:06   
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25/02/2018 Polecat Valley XC 

Pos. Name Time Comments 

  Gents     

1 Alan Burgess 92nd   

2 Colin Gardner 103rd   

3 Robert Hylands 114th   

4 Miles van der Lugt 118th   

5 Sam Graham 137th   

6 Richard Pelley 142nd   

        

  Ladies     

1 Hayley Sparshott 74th   

2 Karen Morby 88th   

3 Jackie Brady 99th   

4 Gillian Horn 115th   

5 Pippa White 126th completed all 6 XC events 

6 Sharon Noble 131st   

7 Caz Harms 132nd   

8 Karen Harding 133rd   

Race Results 
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25/02/2018 Portsmouth Duathlon Series (race 1)   

  5k run, 15k bike, 5k run   

Pos. Name Time Comments 

9 Tom Barnard 01:04:58 6th in age category 

    00:17:33 run1 

    00:27:34 bike 

    00:18:41 run2 

        

20 Ben Jarvis 01:08:33   

    00:19:33 run 1 

    00:28:09 bike 

    00:19:56 run2 

        

93 Richard Law 01:21:47   

    00:23:29 run 1 

    00:31:49 bike 

    00:25:31 run 2 

        

114 Eric MacGurk 01:24:33   

    00:23:48 run 1 

    00:32:15 bike 

    00:25:09 run 2 

        

180 Charles Cope 01:38:50   

    00:26:07 run 1 

    00:42:31 bike 

    00:26:35 run 2 
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 AWARDS  
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Ben Toye : fastest half marathon senior, fastest male senior and Gold club standard award. 
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Lee Rhodes : fastest marathon male Vet and Bronze club standard award. 
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Newly qualified  LIRF Andy Brown , 

“showing the ropes”  on the Rock in 

Gibraltar 

Monday morning hill training  

in Malta  
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GRR Website 

All Club information relating to official meets and events can be found 

on the events page of our Website and all members are encouraged 
to look at this regularly. 

Not all details are posted on the Club’s Facebook page so make sure 
you add the GRR website to your favourites/bookmarks list.  

GRR and Social Media 

The Club’s Facebook members’ page currently has 259 registered members 
and is the main place where Club members share stories, race experiences, 
photos, arrange out of Club meetings, etc.  

Follow this link to see what’s going on: 

The Club also has a Twitter feed which can be accessed by following @gosportrr on  

Newsletter Photos 

Photos help make the newsletter, if you are kind enough to supply an article, please could you also send 
me some of your original photos. A lot of photos included in the newsletter come from Facebook, this is 
fine, as its a good repository, and is always up to date, but the quality of the pictures is not as good due to 
compression. 

If you have a photo you want to go with an article, or you think it would be great in the newsletter, then 
please send me a copy from your camera. This will be much better quality, and can be scaled and edited 
much easier.  

If you’re taking photos of an event, maybe you could keep some good ones aside just for the newsletter. 
Perhaps there was something particularly funny, that you think everyone would like to see. The news-
letter reaches all current GRR members, and should ensure your snaps are seen by all. 

Email them to me at  

http://www.gosportroadrunners.org.uk 

http://www.facebook.com/groups/1930144613918/ 

http://twitter.com/gosportrr 

newsletter@gosportroadrunners.org.uk 

http://www.gosportroadrunners.org.uk
http://www.facebook.com/groups/27301329294/
http://twitter.com/gosportrr
mailto:newsletter@gosportroadrunners.org.uk
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When the instructions don’t meet the       

reality: getting to grips with new kit... 


